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Faculty of the Summer School
L. H. J ONES, A. M., PRESIDENT.
FREDERICK H. PEASE,
Director of Conservatory of Music.
JULIA ANNE KING, A. M., M. Po.,
Professor of History and Civics.
EDWIN A. STRONG, A. M.,
Professor of ·Physical Sciences.
WILLIAM H. SHERZER, M. S., PH. D.,
Professor of Natural Sciences.
CHARLES 0. HOYT, PH. D.,
Professor of the Science and History of Education.
ELMER A. LYMAN, A. B.,
Professor of Mathematics.
SAMUEL B. LAIRD, A. M.,
Professor of Psychology.
DIMON H. ROBERTS, A. M.,
Superintendent of Training School.
MARK JEFFERSON, A. M.,
Professor of Geography.
J . STUART LATHERS, B. L.,
Professor of Reading and Oratory.
FREDERICK R. GORTON, Pn . D.
Assistant Professor of Physics.
B. W. PEET, M. S.,
Assistant Professor of Chemistry.
J. A. JEFFERY, B. S. A.
Professor of Agriculture, Michigan Agricultural
College.
MARY B. P UTNAM, PH. B., M. Po.,
Assistant Professor of History.
MRS. FANNIE CHEEVER BURTON, M. Po.,
Assistant Professor of Physical Education.
H. C. LOTT, A. M., M. Po.,
Assistant Professor of Psychology.

H. Z. WILBER, A. B.,
Assistant Professor of Education, State Normal
School, Emporia, Kansas.
HELEN B. MUIR,
Instructor in Latin and Greek.
ADA A. NORTON, PH. M.,
Instructor In Mathematics.
CLYDE E. FOSTER,
Instructor In Music.
JESSIE PHELPS, M. S.,
Instructor in Natural Sciences.
BERTHA G. BUELL, B. L.,
Instructor In History.
MINOR E. WHITE,
Instructor In Music.
MARY A. GODDARD, B. S.,
Instructor In Natural Sciences.
BERTHA GOODISON,
Instructor in Drawing.
ANNIE H. OLMSTED,
Instructor In Drawing.
ALICE I. BOARDMAN,
Instructor in Manual Training.
IDA B. P. FLEISCHER, PH. D.,
Instructor In German and French.
MARY J. LOMBARD, B. L.,
Instructor in German and French.
INEZ M. CLARK,
Assistant In Physical Education.
ORLAND 0. NORRIS, B. PD.,
Instructor In Latin.
CLEMENS P. STEIMLE, A. B.,
Assistant in Mathematics.
LUCY S. NORTON, A. B.,
Assistant in History.
EDITH ADAMS,
Instructor In Kindergarten Theory.
JENNIE L. MATTESON, B. Pd.,
Assistant In Mathematics.
VIVIAN GILPIN,
Assistant In Music.
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L. ELTA LOOMIS,
Assistant in Physical E ducation.
LIDA CLARK,
Assistant in Drawing.
LUA R. CRAWFORD,
Assistant In Drawing.
W. H. PEARCE, A. B.
Assistant In MatheruaLlcs.
A. E. PARKINS,
Assistant in Oeograpn ,·.
W. B. ARBAUGH, A. B.
Assistant In History.
P. 0. ELDRED, A. B.
Assistant In English.
B. F. PITTENGER, B. Pd.
Assistant in Reading.
RUTH BAUSHKE,
Assistant In Physical Education.
TRAINING SCHOOL
DIMON H. ROBERTS, A. M., SUP£RIN'l'ENDEN1'.
EDITH DIXON,
Kindergarten.
ISABELLA AUSTIN, A. B.,
First Grade.
ADELLA R. JACKSON,
Second Grade.
FLORENCE GILLILAND,
Third Grade.
MARGARET I. MILLE R, Pu. B.
Fourth Grade.
ELLA M. WILSON, B. Po.,
Fifth Grade.
ABIGAIL ROE,
Sixth Grade.
E.MELYN E. GARDNER, A. B.,
Seventh and Eighth Grades.
ESTELLA E . BAKER,
Manual Training.
GRACE FULLER ,
Domestic Science.
WILMA STEVENSON,
Domestic Art.

Summer School of the Michigan State
Normal College
The Faculty of the Michigan State Normal College will
offer work in all its departments during the sfx-weeks'
Summer Session of 1908. The Library and Laboratories
will be open, and all other facilities of the institution will
be placed at the disposal of the students.
The Conservatory of Music will be open in all its departments. Tuition will be free to Summer School students
in all classes pertaining to public school music.
Summer School wi11 begin June 29, and close August 7.
Monday, June 29, will be Classification Day.
Classes will begin recitations Tuesday, June 30, It is
especially desirable that students begin work on that day.
The courses offered will be regular, special, and general,
as follows:
REGULAR COURSES

Students pursuing regular work, and desiring credit,
will be able to complete two subjects of twelve weeks each,
in either general or specializing courses of the College, by
taking two recitations per day in each subject. They wi!J
enjoy the additional advantage of attending the lectures on
general educational topics, which will be given at frequent
intervals during the session, by men of national reputation,
and which will be free to all students, both regular and
special. The lectures will occur at four o'clock in the afternoon and at eight o'clock in the evening so as not to interfere with regular classes.
SPECIAL COURSES

Courses in General Method will be offered by members
of the faculty and by others engaged for the purpose. These
6
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a nature as to make them of special
have had experience in teaching or
wish to broaden and deepen their
of that experience.

Special coffJ'ses of six weeks will be offered also for
village and rural school teachers, a1id for those wishing to
prepare for examinations before Coitnty Boards or the State
Board of Ed1teatioii.
Additional sections will be formed fo these classes if
11ecessary.
Courses of six weeks will also be given in methods in
various departments.
An observation school will be conducted by the faculty
of the training school, including the kindergarten and first
seven grades. Special attention will be given to manual
training in these grades.
Persons wishing to prepare for work in the county normal training classes will be given special privileges in the
training school.
Oasses in Domestic Science and Art will be carried
during the entire term.
Well-equipped physical, chemical, zoological, geological,
and botanical laboratories will be open to students. The
geographical department will offer excursions to points of
interest in connection with this important branch of school
work.
The Conservatory of Music will be open during the
entire six weeks of the Summer Session. Courses in public
school music and methods of teaching, and in voice culture,
sight singing and harmony, will be given free to members
of the Summer School.
Students desiring individual lessons in the Conservatory
of Music may take them as follows:

\
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From the Director ot the Conservatory, each lesson,
Mrs. Annis Gray. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mr. S. P. Slade ....... ...............
Miss Isabella Garelssen .............. .

$2.60
1.00
1.60
1.00

PIANO FORT~;

Mr. Minor White ..................... each lesson, $1.60
Miss Mary Dickinson. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1.50
Miss Oibbes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.76
Miss Glbbes, two lessons per week, term of six
weeks, for children . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00
ORGAN

From the Director of the Conservatory, each lesson, $2.00
Miss Frances Strong. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1.00

The department of drawing will give special attention
to work suitable to those wishing to become supervisors of
this branch, as well as to those who wish general class work
in drawing. The entire art collection of the department
will be at the service of the classes. A class for teachers
of rural schools will be organized.
A well-equipped gymnasium for men, and one for
women, will be open with regular work suited to the needs
of students of the Summer School. Methods in adapting
gymnastic exercises to public schools will receive careful
attention.
GENERAL COURSES
The general lecture courses which have proved so popular and helpful in the last few years will be given again this
year. These are all free. They will consist of lectures on
educational themes of interest to teachers who seek inspiration, improvment, and advancement in their profession, and
will be given for the general benefit of the whole body of
students.
PROFESSOR JAMES R. ANGELL, head of the Department of
Psychology of the University of Chicago, will give a series
of lectures on psychology and practical pedagogy. To listen
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to these lectures would alone be well worth the attendance
upon the entire course of the Summer School. Professor
Angell is the author of one of the best and most popular
books on psychology now published. His brilliant lectures at
teachers' associations and institutes haye made a strong impression on teachers throughout the middle west. He not
only knows his subject but knows also its important application to every-day school work. His work is always an inspiration to teachers who hear him.
REv. ROBERT VAN KIRK is the pastor of the First Baptist
Church, Jackson, Michigan. He is a scholarly and effective
public speaker. His interpretation of the poetry of Robert
Browning is at once popular and discriminating. The dramatic element in Browning's poetry offers the opportunity
for Mr. Van Kirk to use effectively his strong personality in
the presentation and enforcement of poetic truth. His recitals are full of illumination, both for the student of Browning and for those who have not before cared especially for
his poetry. It is a rare opportunity for all classes of people
to become interested in the work of this great English poet,
whose poetry has that touch of romance about it almost inseparable from a long residence under Italian skies and
amidst the remains of ancient grandeur. We think ourselves
fortunate to secure Mr. Van Kirk for a series of recitals
from "The Ring and the Book" and "A Blot in the
' Scutcheon."
PROFESSOR ROBERT A. ARMSTRONG, the accomplished head
of the Department of English of the University of West
Virginia, will give us a series of practical talks on the teaching of English and English literature. Professor Armstrong
was for many years the Principal of the West Virginia State
Normal School, and in this position gained prominence as a
wide-awake public school man. He has done much institute
work in Ohio, Indiana and other mid-western states, and
has endeared himself to large numbers of teachers by his

10
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sympathetic understanding of school problems and his helpful suggestions in teaching. His fine personality in conjunction with his special opportunities for preparation make him
an acquisition to any corps of workers in the educational
field.
COLONEL C. H. FRENCH, the noted traveler and lecturer,
is too well known to Michigan teachers to need special mention. In previous summer schools he has rendered us invaluable service. His illustrated lectures are always fascinating, not alone by reason of the excellence of the pictures
shown but also because of the literary value of the lectures
themselves. He interests children and grown people alike
and suggests countless ways in which teachers may improve
their teaching in geography and allied subjects. He will
be ably assisted in this work by Miss Margaret A. Givens,
a Principal in the schools of Everett, Mass. Miss Givens
has prepared herself especially for illustrative work in
primary school subjects. Students of the Summer School
will be delighted with these charming pictures and lectures.
PROFESSOR J. A. J EFFERY, head of the Department of
Agriculture at the Michigan Agricultural · College, will be
with the school during the first three weeks. He will give
general lectures and illustrative work with classes. He will
spend much time in field and garden work with students
desiring practical assistance. For this purpose our school
garden and our laboratories will be placed at his disposal.
Professor Jeffery is well known as a practical as well as a
theoretical teacher in his specialties, and we hope for a very
helpful course of work along agricultural and industrial
lines from him. Rural teachers especially should take advantage of this unusual opportunity to get into touch with
advanced ideas of rural school economy.
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RECAPITULATION

Week beginning June 30-ROBERT
" "'

"

w.

VAN KlllK.
C. H. FRENCJI.
" 13-PBoFESSOB J. A JEFFERY.
.. 20" 27-PROFESSOR JAMES R. ANGELL.
Aug. 3-PBOFESSOR RoBERT A. ARllSTBONG.

July

6-COLONEL

The President's Round Table
President L. H . Jones will conduct a Round Table, at
which practical educational questions and problems will .be
discussed. This cannot fail to be of personal interest and
value to every progressive teacher.

Fees
The regular fee for the six weeks is $3.00. This fee
covers all the work of the departments and all lectures.
Those taking the course for -village and rural schools
only, will not be charged any fee.
All lectures are free to all members of the Summer
School.
Good table board can be had at $2.25 to $2.50 per week.
Rooms cost from 75c to $1.50 per week. Rooms for light
housekeeping can be had at slight expense.

Location
The Michigan State Normal College is located at Ypsilanti. Ypsilanti is a beautiful and healthful city, having a
population of about 8,000. The College buildings are on
high ground, overlooking the city, giving almost ideal conditions for a Summer School. The city is on the main line
of the Michigan Central Railroad, over which it is readily
accessible from all points on the various divisions of the
Michigan Central System. The Ypsilanti branch of the
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern gives a means of approach from the south and west. The Detroit, Jackson and
Chicago electric line passes through the College Campus,
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giving communication every half-hour with Detroit, Ann
Arbor, Jackson and intermediate points. The same electric
line makes connection with the Ann Arbor Railroad at Ann
Arbor, and with the Pere Marquette system at Wayne, and
at Detroit and Jackson with the various roads entering those
cities.

Buildings and Equipment
The College occupies six buildings upon a campus of
thirty-six acres. Separate buildings are devoted to Physical
Training, the Training School, the Students' Christian Association, Science, and the Conservatory of Music. The
main building, besides lecture rooms, contains the Assembly
Hall, with chairs for a thousand persons, the general and
most of the department libraries, the astronomical observatory, the museum, and the general offices.
The Gymnasium has a full and modern equipment of
apparatus, including wall and floor pieces, baths, and a running track, metric machines, and provisions for dir.ected
games and indoor recreation.
The Conservatory of Music, in addition to the regular
prescribed and elective work of the College courses, given
without extra cost (sec pp. 25-26), offers private lessons in
voice culture, piano, pipe organ, and other instruments for
which the usual fees are charged. The opportunities for a
varied, expert, and professional training in musical theory
and execution, are not surpassed in the Northwest.
The several laboratories are furnished with tables and
apparatus for individual instruction in chemistry, physics,
botany, zoology, geology, astronomy, and physiology.
The Library occupies three large rooms, one of which
is set apart for reference works and the use of readers. It
has 31,000 volumes, and is easily accessible to students.

The Faculty
Instruction for the summer term will be given by the
regular members of the faculty, ,including heads of depart-
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ments, together with assistant professors and instructors,
and additional assistants wherever needed. The work for
the summer school is under the control of the State Board
of Education, as is that of any other part of the year.

Credits
As the courses of instruction offered during the summer school are given by the regular members of the College
faculty, credits in them may be earned in the same way as
at any other time of the year.
By action of the council, not more than twenty-four
weeks' cred,i t may be earned during the summer school of
six weeks. A large number of courses givin~ six weeks of
credit will be offered.
In the main, subjects that are required for graduation
will be given as twelve weeks' courses, and classes will
meet for recitation twice each day during the session.
Students not working for credits upon a college course,
will have their classification arranged to suit their individual needs, and may enter without examination.

Conditions of Entrance
Those who are working for credits will be held to the
same conditions for entrance as apply to other quarters of
the year. The following quotation from the records of the
State Board of Education explains itself:
"The Michigan State Normal College recognizes that
there is a public school system in Michigan. It proposes,
therefore, to give due credit for all work done in the public
high schools of the commonwealth that are organized in
accordance with the prevailing standard for such work in
the state. This recognition constitutes an important change
of policy of a higher state institution toward the public high
school. The following extracts from a resolution passed by
the State Board of Education, at the request of the President and heads of departments of the College, quite fully
express this change of policy:

-1
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''l. That all pupils regularly graduated from twelveyear public school systems having not less than thirty-six
weeks per year, in which four full years are devoted to
high school work, with not less than two thoroughly
equipped teachers wholly employed in distinctively high
school work, be admitted to the regular two-years' life certificate college courses without examination.
2. That all pupils who have finished not less than two
years of high school work in a twelve-year course, as abote
outlined, be admitted on their record to the four-year life
certificate course in the Normal College, receiving credit
on this course for all work which they may have already
done beyond the first two years of the high school course.
Students are urgently advised, however, to complete the
high school course at home, as no time can be gained on the
Normal College life certificate course by taking any high
school work at the College.
3. That the pupils unable to maintain a satisfactory
standing during the first term in the Normal College, may,
at the discretion of the faculty in each case, be dropped
from the roll of the school, or required to repeat the work
not satisfactorily completed on the first trial; and that all
such cases be reported back to the high schools from which
they came, with the facts in each case, to the end that the
superintendents and principals of high schools throughout
the state may learn what our standard of requirement is,
and take measures to prevent pupils from coming to us
without due preparation; and that should successive cases
of defective preparation be found to come from certain
schools, the privilege of admission without examination,
may, at the discretion of the faculty, be withdrawn from
graduates of such schools.··
Persons who do not desire credit on the books of the
College for work done, will be admitted without examina
tton to such courses as their previous traming warranfs.
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Graduates of colleges of high rank, and persons that
have taught under.. a life certificate granted by the State
Board of Education are also exempt from entrance examinations.
Graduates of accepted high schools should bring their
high school credits with them or get them soon after entrance. Blanks will be furnished on application. These
should be filled out and signed by the principal of the high
school, or by the superintendent, and presented together with
the diploma on entering, or soon thereafter. No other credentials are necessary.

l
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SCHllOULli OP CLASSllS-SUMMER SCBOOL-1908

7-8

8-9

*Airriculture, Bl Rural Schools (11,9)
Animal Studies (8-9)
Arlthmclic, Teac hers' 18-9)
Blackboard Skerchinir (8-9)
Botany, Pleld (8-9)
Drawing, Elementary 2 (8-9)
Geoa:raphy, Tenchers' g3-9l
Geo~aphy, T eachers' 8-9)
Geometry, Analytical (8-9)
*Grammar. Prepar atory
Greek 1 (2..J)
Humooy 2 (S-9)
H istory! American Research Course
(8-9
History, l!ogllsh 1 (8-9)
Junior Composition (8-9)
Latin-Cresar, Cicero or Ver1ril 2-3)
Lo&'ic (8-9)
Minerals and Rocks (8-9)
Music. Elements 1 (8-9)
Music, Teachers• (8-9)
Jdytholoiry (11-12)
P h llosophv of Education
Principles of Physics (8-9)
Psycholoiry 1 (S-9)

*Airrlculture, El. Rural Schools (7-8)
Ali'tbra, Higher 1 (2,3)
*Al,:ebra, Review
Animal Studies (7-8)
Arithmetic. Teachers' (7.31
Bench Work (9-12)
Blackboard Sketching (7-8)
Botany, Field (7-8)
Chemistry 1
•Civil Government
Domestic Art (9-10)
Drawinir. Elementary 2 (7-8)
French l (1-2)
Geoirraphy, Teachers' (7-8)
GeOll'faphy, Teachers' (7-8)
Geometry. Analytical (7-8)
Harmony 2 (7-8)
History, Amer.· -Research Course (7.S)
History or !:!ducation ~10-11)
History. l!nirllsh I (7-8
Hockey (women)
Junior ComPOSltloo (7·8)
Lallo 1 (11.12)
Latin Writina'
Lo11ic (7-8)
Minerals oud Rocks (7·8)
Music Elements 1 (7-8)
*Music, Elementary (for beirinners:
Music, Teachers (7-8)
Physical Training 3 (women)
Principles of Physics (7-8)
Psycholoiry I (7,8)
Supplementary Hand Work (Man.Train)

9-10

10-11

*Ali;rebra, Pevlew
•Arithmetic, Review
Education in the United States
Bench Work (S-9, 10-12)
Chemistry of Plants
Domes tic Art (8-9)
Geome try, Plane I (~)
Geometry, Review
Geometry, Method
Gcolo&'Y, Physiographic
German 1 (2-3)
Genuan-Present Dny Literature(l-2)
Grammar. Teachers' (2-3)
*History, OoiredState• Review
Physical Training 5 (women)
Tennis

I

A~i. for City and Villare Schools (11-1 !)
Animal Biology (11-ll)
*Arithmetic, Review
Arithmetic, Teachers• (11-12)
Bench Work (8-10. 11-121
Blackboard Sketchluir (11-12)
*Bolany, Blemeotary
Chemistry 4 (11-12, 2·3)
Dome•tlc Science (11-12)
Drawloir, Advanced (11-12)
Drawin1r. Elementary I (11.12,
Elocution 1 (3-4)
German, Conversation
*Grammar, Preparatory
Harmony I (11-12)
History, Advanced American (11-12)
R istory of Education (8-9
History, General
History, Te~chers• (11-12)
•History, United Slates R~view
Kinderirnrten Instruction 3 (11-12)
Kindergarten Music (1 1-12)
Laboratory Practice (11-12)
Latin-Cicero-De Sencctute
Mediterranean Lands
Physical Educ. Teachers' (11-12)
Physical Trainio2 I (women)
Principles of Criticism 1 (11 -12)
Psycholo2y 1 (11.121
Psychology l lll-12!
Psycholoa"Y 2 11-12)
Public School Gymnastics
Readin~. Teachers' (11-12)
Trlironomctry (11-12)
Voice Culture (U-12)

*For Rural Schools.
An hour number following a subject indicates that this clau meeta alao at the
second hour named.
·
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1-2

11-12
Aviculture for City and VIiiage
Schools (10.11)
*Algebra, Review
Animal Biology (10.11)
Arithmetic, Teachers' (10.11)
Bench Work (8-ll)
Blackboard Sketcbinsr (10.11)
Chemistry 4 (10.11, 2-3)
Cra!ts & Arts
Domestic Science (10.11)
Drawing, Advanced (10.11)
Drawing, :Slementnry I (10-lll
Gcographv, Commercial
Harmony I (10-11)
History. Advonced American (10-11)
Hiatory. Teachers' (10-11)
Kindergarten Instruction 3 (10.11)
Kindergarten Music 110.11)
Laboratory Practice (10.11)
Latin I (8-9)
Mythology (7-8)
Physical Education. Teachers' (10-11)
Principles of Criticism I (10.II J
Psychology I (10.11)
Psychology l l!0-11)
Psychology 2 10.11)
Public School Gymnastic•
Reading, Teochers' (10.11)
Supplementary Hand Work
Tri gonometry (10.11)
Voice Culture (10-11 )

2-3
Algebra, Higher I (8-9)
•Ahteb1a, Review
*Arithmetic. Review
Astronomy
Botany. Cryptogamlc (~ )
Chemistry I (8-10)
Chemistry 4 (10.12)
D1a wiDg, Blementary I (1-2)
Drawing. Elementary 2 (1-2)
Field Geography (3-4)
General Method(~)
German I (9-10)
German Writing
Grammar, Teachere' (9-10)
Grammar, Teachers' (~)
Greek I (7-8)
History, X!Xth Century (3.4)
Kindergarten Instruction I {~)
Latin-Ca:sar, Cicero or Vergil (7-8)
Music. P.leruents 2 (3.4)
*Physics, Review
*Physiolou. Review
Psychology 1 (3.4)
Public School Gymnastics
*Rural School Gymnastics
Shake spearean Reading
Study of Society{~)
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•Arithmetic, Review
*Civil Government
Critical Readings
Drawinl!', Elementary I (2-3)
Drawinlt', Elementary2 {2-3)
French I (8-9)
German- Present Day Literature
(9-10)

*Music, Elements-for Beginners

-

3-4
*Algebra, Review
"Arithmetic, Review
Botany, Cryptogamic (2-3)
•orawinir. Elementary 1
Elocution I {10.11)
Field GeO&'T8J>hY (2-3)
General Method (2-3)
Geometry. Plane 1 (9-10)
*GrRmmar, Preparatory

Grammar, Teachers' (2-3)
*History, General
Historv, XlX Century (2.3)
Kindergarten Instruction I (2-3)
Music, 81ements 2 (2-3)
Nature Study
Psycholo~y 1 (2-3)
Public School Gymuaotics
•elementary xeadinir, ~ethods
Elementary Studv of Society (2-3)

*For Rural Schools.
An hour number followinir a subject indicates that this class meets also at the

accond hour named.
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Summer School of· 1908

DETAILS OF DEPARTMENTS
ANCI E N T LANGUAGES.
COURSES JN LATIN:-

1. Beginners• Latin- Two recitations daily, except Mondays.
The work done will be equivalent to that of the first quarter In
the regular course. This work will be of such character as to
enable one pursuing It to continue the study of Latin to advantage without a teacher, I! need be. Credit, 12 weeks. Hours,
8·9, 11-12 a.m. Room 36. Miss Muir.
2. Caesar, Cicero, or VergU (according to the demand)Two recitations dally except Tuesdays. A full term's work will
be covered. The aim will be to present such a view of the
author's life, times, and subject, and to give such training In the
art of translating as will enable a student to continue the work
without a teacher, It need be. Credit, 12 weeks. Hours, 7-8 a.m.,
2-8 p.m. Room 36. Miss Muir.

3. Latin Writing-This course is planned especially to meet
the needs of teachers who feel themselves weak in Latin composition. Practical problems in Latin Syntax will be discussed,
and especial attention will be given to the cultivation of a good
Latin style. Credit, 6 weeks. Hour, 8-9 a.m. Four days weekly.
Room 34. Mr. Norris.
4. Cicero-De Benectute-This course wlll prove of value to
students who wish to continue the study of Latin beyond the
fourth year. It will be equivalent to the work done during the
first six weeks of the regular college course in fifth year Latin.
Credit, 6 weeks. Hour, 10-11 a.m. Four days weekly. Room 34.
Mr. Norris.
COUBSE IN G REEK:-

Beginners' Greek--Two recitations dally, except FridaY'!l.

DBTAII.S OF DBPAB.TMENTS
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'fhe work done wlll be equJvalent to that of the first quarter in
the regular course. Credit, 12 weeks.. Hours, 7-8 a.m., 2·3 p.m.
Room 36. Miss Muir.
COURSE IN MYTHOLOOY: -

In this course two objects will be kept in view, the emphasis
being determined by the Interests of those who elect it: (1) the
value of classic mythology for the Interpretation and appreciation
or art and literature, (2) the place of mythology in general,
and of classic mythology in particular, In relation to primary
education. A prominent feature of the course will be a consideration or the relation of mythology to religion, and of both to
sociological conditions. This is especially important for an understanding of mythology itself, and of its place in education.
The work will be equivalent to that done in one term of the regular course. Credit, 12 weeks. Hours, 7-8, 11-12 a.m. daily, except
Mondays. Room 34. Mr. Norris.
These courses are tentative selections merely, hence are
subject to alteration or withdrawal. An effort will be made to
adapt the work given to the desires and requirements of the
students who present themselves.
Students In the Summer School will have free access to the
depa1·tment llbrary of several hundred volumes, consisting of
the best authorities on the language and literature of Greece
and Rome. Th1s will afford abundant opportunJty to such as
wish to pursue private studies and investigations.
DRAWING
COURSES

1. Elementary Drawing 1.12 weeks' credit.
10-12. Room 60. Miss Crawford.
12 weeks' credit.
1-3. Room 50. Miss Crawford.
Institute class.
3-4. Room 60. Miss Clark.
This course takes up the study of the following type forms:
The sphere, cube, cylinder, square prism, and square pyramid,
and also of objects similar In character. These are studied In
various positions and drawn in outline and in light and shade.

Some simple, original designs are made in black and white,
and a short time is given to the study of Egyptian ornament.
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2.

Elementary Drawing II.Room 10. Miss Olmsted.

7-9.

12 weeks' credit.
Room 10. Miss Clark.
12 weeks' credit.
The work in this course is the study of groups in light and
shade and water color. Linear perspective, as appUed to simple
interiors and exteriors, is studied. Drawings of plant forms are
also made and used for composition work In line and In light
and dark.
Opportunity Is given for original design in simple applications; borders, book covers, etc. A brief study or Greek a1·chi·
tecture and ornament Is also given.
Course 1 must precede Course 2.
1-3.

3. Blackboard. Sketching.-

7-9.

Room 24. Miss Goodison.
1a weeks' credit.
Room 24. Miss Goodison.
12 weeks' credit.
Elementary drawing 1 and 2, or their full equivalent must
precede. In this course practice Is given in making sketches
suitable to use in connection with the different holldays and
seasons, and with the teaching of reading, geography, and
nature study.
10-12.

4.

.advanced Drawing.-

10-12.

Room 14. Miss Olmsted.

.A.avancea Drawing 1. Elementary drawing 1 and 2, or their
full equivalent must precede.
Studies are made from plant forms with pencil, pen and ink
and water color. The course embraces the study of historical
ornament, as well as exercises in orlglual designs for wall paper,
book covers, and other subjects covering the main problems in
decorative design .
..id.vanced Drawing 2. Elementary drawing 1 and 2, or their
full equivalent must precede.

The work in this course Is in charcoal, from st111-11fe and
casts. Landscape composition Is studied, with some out-of-door
sketching.
Either Course I or II wm be offered.
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ENGLISH
OOUBBES

(a) A rapid academic review of
the subject In Whitney's Essentials of English Grammar. (b)
Professional aspects of teaching the subject in Barbour's "Grammar Teaching; History and Method."
Section 1. Two hours daily; 2-4. Room 42. Miss Baker.
Section 2. Two hours daily; 9-10 a.m., 2-3 p.m. Room 43.
:.\lllss Blount. Credit, 12 weeks.
2. Prinqiples of Oriticism 1. Lectures upon Principles or
Crllicism preparatory to the study of poems selected from the
American poets. It should be noted that the course is not a
study of American Literature, but an attempt to apply the
principles of criticism to certain selections from American
poetry. It should prove suggestive and helpful to teachers of
literature In elementary schools or high scbools. Room 43.
10-12 a.m. 12 weeks' credit. Miss Blount.
3. Jtmior Oomposition. The work of this course includes
the making of bibliographies; note-taking; the outllnlng of
themes; a study of unity, coherence, and emphasis, as applied
to the theme, the paragraph, and the sentence; the discussion of
various methods of paragraph development; and a brief study of
words for the purpose or arousing Interest lo vocabulary. Constant practice in writing Is given throughout the course.
Junior Composition is required of all students on the General
Course.
Two hours daily; 7-9 a.m. Room 42. Miss Baker.
6. Preparatory Gramm,ar. A topical review of the most
important constructions In English .Analysis, together with a
review of Etymology. The course should be especially useful
for students desiring to get a third grade certificate by county
examination. .As many sections will be made as may be required to accommodate all pupils wishing to take this course.
One class will meet at 7; 011.e at 10; and another at 3 o'clock.
Each class wm be divided into sections, If necessary.
1.

Teachers' Gra11imar.

GEOGRAPHY
1. Teac1HJrs' Geography. 12 weeks.

Two recitations a day.
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This COU1'118 Is designed to prepare students for teaching geography In the public schools, as far as its subject matter Is concerned. It deals with the study and teaching of weather and
climate, the nature and use of maps, and the distribution of man
over the earth.
Two sectlons7-9. Room 21, Prof. Jefferson.
7-9. Room 18, Mr. Parkins.
2. Meaiterranean Lanas. A study of the geography or
Southern Europe and its Influences on the course of history.
Lectures and recitations. A course for students who have taken
Teachers' Geogrnphy or can show some equivalent. 10-11. Proc.
Jefferson. Room 21. Six weeks' credit.
3. Fiela Oeooraph71. Teachers• half-course, four ti 1nes
weekly. 2-4. The last part of the afternoon must also be reserved since occasional excursions need more than two hours.
There are two aims in the work:-(1) to help teachers to recognize the geographic features of the landscape, and (2} to plan
the use of these out-door form s In teaching with a text-book.
Prof. Jefferson and Mr. Parkins.
4. C01n1nercial <Jeographv. Text-book and class work. 11-12 .
Mr. Parkins. Room 18.
HISTORY
OOUNl'Y INSTITUTE COURSES.

1. Uni tea States Bistorv. An elementary course adapted

to the needs of those wishing to prepare for the county examination. The ground covered will depend entirely upon the proficiency of the class. Text-book, any good United States history.
9-10 10-11. Room 49. Credit in rural school history on examination. Mr. Arbaugh.
2. Civil Govermnent. This course In government as well as
that In U. S. History will be conducted In the interests of students preparing for a county examination. Text-book, James
and Sanford. Credit In rural school course on examination.
1-2 and 8-9. Room 49. Mr. Arbaugh.
3. General History. The course Is elementary, and seeks to
mMt the need& of those desiring preparation for county exam-
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!nations. One hour daily. The sections 10-11 and 3-4. Room 48.
Miss L. S. Norton.
OOLLEOE COURSES.

ThJs course is designed for
advanced students, and presupposes a thorough elementary
course. The work is arranged with special reference to teaching
the subject. Text-book, MacLaughlln, or some work of like
grade. Hours, 10-12. Credit, 12 weeks college work. Room 85.
Professor Putnam.
5. Nineteenth Century. 12 weeks' credit. Text-book, West,
with assigned topics for library. From 2-4. Room 36. Miss
Buell.
6. Englana I . 12 weeks' credit. Text-book, Walker. From
7-9. Room 38a. Miss Buell.
7. Teachers' History. 12 weeks' credit. The course presupposes such knowledge of history as may be gaJned ID the
usual high school. Some knowledge of psychology is also desirable. Assigned reading, discussions and handling of. original
material. From 10-12. Room 38a. Professor King.
8. Research Course in A.merican HistOT1/. Credit, 12 weeks.
It may be taken in second, third or fourth college year by any
student qualified to do the work. The course offers an intensive
study for advanced students who desire to make use of the
original material In the library under guidance or a teacher.
There will be class discussions and individual conferences with
the instructor. From 7-9. Room 35. Professor Putnam.
9. The Stuav of Society. Credit, 12 weeks. The course
follows a brief text-book, supplemented by library reading,
class discussion and written reports. The work is Intended for
advanced students. From 2-4. Room 38a. Professor KJng.
4.

.aavancea ..4.merican History.

M A THEMA TICS

1. A.rithmetic. A review tor those who wish to prepare tor
teachers' examination. Six weeks. Five sections. 9-10, 10-11,
1-2, 2-3, 3-4. 'Mr. Pearce and Mr. - 2. E lementary .algebra. A review of algebra through quadratics for those who desire to prepare for teachers' · examination. Five sections. 8-9, 9-10, 11-12, 2-8, 3-4. Miss Matteson
and Mr.--.
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3. Pla11e Ge01netrf/.
Matteson.

Twelve weeks.

9-10 and 3-4.

I
Miss

4. Revieio Geometry. A review for those who wish to prepare for teachers' examinations. Six weeks. 9-10. ~lss Matteson.
5. Trigonometry and Logarithms. An elementary ('OUrse In
piano trigonometry and the use of logarithmic tables. Twelve
weeks. 10-12. Mr. Steimle.
6. Higher .d.lgebra. A comprehensive review of elementary algebra, together with the study of the idea ol a function,
the remainder theorem, determinants, the graph and theory of
equations. Twelve weeks. 8-9, 2-3. Mr. Steimle.
1. Teachers' .d.rlthntetic. This course will be carried on
partly by lectures and partly by reviews and discussions of
typical parts ot the subject. It is assumed that those who
enter know arithmetic, algebra and geometry, and have some
knowledge of psychology. Twelve weeks. Two sections. 10-12.
Professor Lyman. 7-9. Miss Norton.
8. Method in Geometrv. This course is designed for teachers. The history ot the introduction and development of the
various parts of geometry will be considered. Special attention wlll be given to method of attack. Six weeks. 9-10. Professor Lyman.
9. .d.nalytical Geometry. An elementary course in analytkal
geometry. Presupposes a knowledge of trigonometry and higher
algebra. Twelve weeks. 10-12. Miss Norton.
MODERN LANGUAGES
GERMAN CoUBSES : -

1. For Beginners. Twice dally. Pronunciation, conversation, and reading based on careful drill In the grammar. One
term's credit. 9-10, 2-3. Room 50a. Miss Lombard.
2. German Conversation. A class for those who wish drill
In oral facility in the language. Each day practical work in discussion of material connected with dally life, the class-room, travel,
Germany, etc. (This course may be combined with No. 3 tollowlng for a full term's credit.) 10-11. Room 22. Dr. Fleischer.
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3. Gennan Writing. Daily practice in composition, combining a review of the main points of grammar with thorough
treatment of syntax and sentence structure. May be taken with
Course 2, if desired, for one complete term's credit. 2-3. Room
22. Dr. Fleischer.
4. Present-clay Literature. This is a new course, and dif·
ferent from any offered by the department In the summer term
for some time. It is Intended for those students who wish to
become acquainted with some of the phases of the most modern
German literature.
A special et.tort will be made in this class to meet the wants
of high school teachers of German. Questions concernlng the
methods and pedagogy of modern language teaching will be
freely discussed In the advanced class, and all students will be
given opportunity to Inform themselves on subjects in which
they feel the need of advice and assistance. They w!ll also
have free access to the department library of several hundred
volumes, consisting of the best works on German history,
language, and literature. This will enable them to pursue
various courses of reading and to make for themselves blbll·
ographles of the subjects In which they are especially interested.
9-10, 1-2. Room 22. Dr. Fleischer.
FRF.NOH COURSES: -

1. For Beginners. Twic.e daily. Drill in pronunciation,
grammar, conversation and reading. One term's credit. 8-9, 1-2.
Room 50a. Miss Lombard.
2. .A.ctvancea Oou.rse. One 01· two hours a day, as occasion
demands. Room 50a. Miss Lombard.
The courses outlined In the department are not necessarily
fixed, and may be changed if there Is sufficient need f or It.
MUSIC

1. Elements of Music.

This course Is designed, primarily.
[or those who have never studied the rudiments of music. It Is
a beginners' class, but It will also at.tord an opportunity to those
who have already taught music to review the subject and g1vP
them the benefit of observing the professional work done by
the regular instructor. 7-9. Mr. White.
2. Elements of Music 2. 2-4. Miss GUpln.
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3. Kindergarten and PrimaT"11 Grade Mu8ic. This course
Includes the foundation principles, upon which the best methods
are based, for presenting the subject of elementary music lo
the primary grades. A careful study ls made of each phase of
the work, from the first through the fourth year, under such
heads as: The use of the child's voice (how to cultivate and
retain vocal purity), ear training, the development of the tonal
and rhythmic sense, the treatment of monotones and song Interpretation. A sequence of selected children's songs, with
suggestions for presentation and artistic rendering, will be given.
It ls desired that the students have some knowledge of Instrumental music as an aid in the development of rhythm. 10-12.
Conservatory. Miss Foster.
4. Teacher8' Oourse in Public School Music. A critical study
la made In this course of the professional aspects of the subject,

together with the best ways of presenting It In the eight gradeil.
The series of lessons includes the detailed couri.e, children's
use of the voice, the art of teaching music reading, the discussion of various methods, and the proper conducting of classes.
7-9. Conservatory. Miss Foster.
5. Voice Oulture. Principles of tone production developed,
and attention given to each Individual voice. Emphasis is
placed upon the last point. This course Is open to all students.
Solo singing is introduced, and the rudiments of voice culture
are developed. Special attention le given to the training and
guidance of the child's voice in speaking and singing. 10-12.
Conservatory. Professor Pease.
6. Har11ton11 1. Students entering this class should have
had elements of vocal music and should be able to play the piano
or organ sufficiently well for playing chords and hymn tunes.
The work consists of the study of chords and intervals, their
construction, analyzation, and mental effects. 10-12. Conservatory. Mr. White.
7. Harmony 2. 7-9. Professor Pease.
A class In elementary music will be offered for those In the
rural school course. 8-9 and 1-2.
This course ls designed for beginners. Miss Gilpin.

..
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NATURAL SCIENCES

1. Field Botan11. This course is designed for those who expect to teach botany the coming year and feel the need of further
practical work in the subject, and especially need to know how
to conduct field-study. It is also intended for anyone who desires to understand some of the fundamental principles governIng plant life. Much of the work will be done in the field, learn·
Ing to identify trees and flowers, and studying the conditions
under which they grow and tbeir groupin~ into plant societies.
Such problems as cross-pollination, fertilization, seed distrlbu·
tlon and the struggle for existence w!ll be considered. Experiments w111 be performed in the laboratory to teach plant respiration, starch making and other processes carried on by the plant,
thereby giving the studeRt a chance to learn how to use apparatus. Some microscopical work will be given to show how
the structure of a plant enabl~s it to carry on its w.ork. A finely
equipped laboratory and an extensive school garden give excellent facllltles for this work. Numerous excursions will be made,
including a river trip at Ann Arbor a11d a visit to the conservatories at Belle Isle, Detroit. These two will be Satuq)ay trips.
Each student should be provided with Principles of Botany by
Bergen and Davis and a simple lens. Ladies should have short
skirts for tramping. Six weeks' credit. 7-9 a.m. daily. Rooms
F and H, Science Building. Miss Goddard.
2. Oryptogamic Botan11. Non-flowering plants, including
algae, fungi, liverworts, mosses and ferns will be studied with
reference tO' structure, reproduction and environment. Special
attention will be given to plant evolution, showing the Increasing
complexity of plants as they pass up ln the scale from simple,
unicellular forms, such as yeast and protococcus, to the complex
flowering plants. Many trips will be made to the neighboring
ponds and streams to see where the algae grow, and to the woods
to study mushrooms, mosses, ferns, etc., ln their native habitat.
This course is designed to fill a need felt by those who have had
only high school botany for further, more advanced work In the
subject. High school botany must precede it. Free use will be
made of the excellent laboratory equipment in the way of microscopical mounts, lantern slides, etc., and of tbe abundant mate~al found _in the large school garden. Th& text used will be

'
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Coulter's Plant Structures. Credit, six weeks. Rooms F and
H, Science Building. 2-4 dally. Miss Goddard.
3. Elementar11 Botany. This ls largely a lecture course de·
signed to give a review in botany to those who have already had
such work and to prepare teachers to pass the county examina·
tlons required for second and third grade certificates. Questions
ordinarily given in such examinations will be discussed. The
lectures wlll be accompanied by experiments and demonstrations
designed to explain the work of plants, while material from the
school gardens will be freely used for Illustrative purposes. One
or two field excursions will be arranged for. No credit. Room
F, Science building. 10·11 a.m., with other sections as needed.
:M:iss Goddard.
The text will be Bergen's Revised Elements. It would be
well for students to bring with them any botanical texts that they
may already possess.
4. Elenientary Agrict1,lture for Rural Schools. This course
will consist largely of experiments in sons and crops. These
experiments are such as can readily be performed by pupils of
the rural school. Talks will be given from time to time in con·
nection with the experiments to show their direct bearing upon
correct farm practice. The two bulletins recently issued by the
Department of Public Instruction, entitled "An Elementary Laboratory Study in Crops" and "An Elementary Laboratory Study
In Soils," will be used as the basis for this course. June 30 to
July 17. Rooms A and C, Science building. Hours, 7-9. Prof.
Joseph A. Jeffery, of the Michigan Agricultural College.
5. ..4.Qrict1,lture for 01t11 ana Village Schools. This course
wltl resemble course (4), but will deal more especially with
problems which arise in connection with the home and school
garden. An effort wlJI be made to put the grade teacher in pos·
session of that practical knowledge which ls needed for the successful oversight of this important adjunct of nature study.
Rooms A and C, Science buildlnfil':. Hours, 10-12. June 30 to July
1 7. Professor J etfery.
6. Animal Stuaies. This course ls arranged for beginners
and others who desire preparation for teaching the animal side
of nature study In the primary grades. Those animal forms
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which are suggested for work wllh chlldren,-the ones commonly met with, will be studied first-hand In the field and laboratory as far as possible. Our native birds and insects and our
domestic animals will receive special attention. No text Is used,
but class and field notes will be kept of personal observations
and lhe teaching material presented. Frequent reference to our
very complete library will be made. A bird calendar and the
collecting and arranging of live material In vivaria and aquaria
wm form a large part of the field work.
Frequent excursions to nearby fields, woods and streams will
be made, lhe salt water aquaria at Belle Isle, and lhe University \
of Michigan Museum of Natural History wlll be visited.
It Is suggested lhat lhe women of the class be provided with
stout shoes, short skirts and caps. Hand lenses and field or
opera glasses facilitate the work. No preparation ot work outside ot the class hours Is demanded.
Six weeks' credit. 7-9 dally. Room M, Science building.
Miss Phelps.
7. .inimal BiolODJI, This course for beginners or advanced
students Is designed to lead up to lhe higher courses In zoology
and physiology and to help prepare teachers for high school
work In these subjects. All the basic principles of life,-such as
the action of nerve, gland and muscle cells, the formation of
tissues and organs, and the storing and liberation of energy,wlll be discussed. The laboratory work (six hours a week) will
Include lhe dissection of the frog and the microscopic study of
tissues. Charts, models, demonstrations and lantern slides will
be used to supplement and illustrate the text, Holmes' "Biology
of the Frog." (Recitations two hours a week.)
The completion of this course and the passing of an examination on any reliable text In Human Physiology wlll give
twelve weeks' credit In Preparatory Physiology. Combined with
the six weeks' course In Animal Studies, twelve weeks' credit
In Animal Studies may be earned.
10-11 dally. 11-12, laboratory practice. Room l\f, Science
building. ?tllss Phelps.
8. PhJ1Biolo{JJ1 Review. This course Is designed to meet the
needs of those students who wish to prepare for county and
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state examinations In Physiology. Tho work will consist of talks
and demonstrations of the underlying principles of animal
physiology, accompanied by the discussion of the topics taken
!rom typical sets of examination questions. The members of the
class are requested to bring some reliable, recent text book in
Human Physiology.
Peabody's "Physiology and Anatomy"
(Macmillan) Is suggested.
Those passing the examination at the close of the course will
receive twelve weeks' credit in Preparatory Physiology.
2·3 daily. Room K, Science building. Miss Phelps.
9. Nature Stu<l11. Lectures and demonstrations intended
for teachers of the primary and Intermediate grades, or tor thos&
who have supervision of such work. The aim of the course Is to
give an Insight Into the underlying principles, purpcses and
methods of this subject, the pedagogical value of which Is being
very widely recognized. Certain special topics will bo taken up
somewhat fully for purposes of illustration, such as nasturtium,
bee, ant, sllkmoth, etc. A connected course of study for the
first six grades will be presented and discussed as fu11y as time
permits, suggestions given In regard to the collection of material
and Its care In the school-room. Weather study and the school
.garden will be lllustrated and connected with the Nature course.
The scientific treatment of tho Culture Epochs ls the basis of
all the work as determining the Interests and capacities of the
chlld, as well as the materials and methods by which ho Is to be
reached. Hour, 3--4, except Friday. Room A, Science building.
No special requirements wlll be made of the class and no credit
Is otrered. Certificates of attendance will be granted those
deslring them. Professor Sherzer.
10. Minerals ana Rocks. A practical study of tho common
rocks and .rock-forming minerals, along with others of economic
Importance. Bulk material is furnished thEJ class for study and
each pupil Is assisted In making a sma11 private collection.
Blow-pipe methods and simple chemical manipulation are taught
Incidentally In connection with the work. Occasional field trips
wlll be made for the purpose of collecting what local material
Is available. No previous knowledge of geology or chemistry ls
presnpposed. Hours, 7-9. Six weeks' credit. Rooms A and C,
Science bulldlng. Professor Sherzer and assistant.
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11. PhysiograpMc Geology. An elementary study of those
geological agencies which are now at work in modifying the
surface of the earth In order that the pupil may understand how
these agencies have operated in past time. The course will
cover the mechanical and chemical action of the atmosphere, the
geological effects of lee and running water, the various organic
agencies in our ponds, lakes and seas, and the phenomena due
to the Internal heat of the earth. The course will consist of ll·
brary work and lectures, illustrated with photographs, models,
specimens and lantern slides along with field trips. Some elementary text will be used as_ a guide. Hour, 9-10. Six weeks'
credit. Room A, Science building, Professor Sherzer.
THE PHYSICA L SCI ENCE S

1. Principles of Physics. A review course In high school
physics. It will deal mainly with the principal laws of physlc11
and their applications. The course Is Intended for students who
have had the subject In high schools, with Inadequate factuties
for demonstrative experiments. A special feature of this course
will be the study of the transmission and transformation of
power used by the electric road whose power plant is in the city,
and the municipal pumping and lighting station operating from
the Huron River. A two-hour course with 12 weeks' credit. Dally
from 7-9. Room 6, Science building. Assistant Professor Gorton.
No laboratory requirement.
2. Physical Laboratory Practice. A general course in elementary laboratory practice, with full quiz upon the entire subject. May be taken by those who have had a full year of
physics in a high school, but have had Insufficient laboratory
practice; by those who wish in this way to review and obtain
credit for the entire subject. ·A two-hour course with 12 weeks'
credit. Dally 10-12. Rooms 6 and 11, Science building. Assistant Professor Gorton.
3. Elementarv Review of Physics. A one-hour course for
which no credit ls given. This course Is given to accommodate
those preparing for teachers' examinations. The course Is
largely demonstrative and particular attention is given to the
solution of problems. Daily 2-3. Room 6, Science building.
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4. ..4.dvancea Lal>oratory Practice. Should be taken Instead
or course 2 by those who have had or are taldng Advanced
Physics. Mainly a practical course, with lectures upon the laboratory method. Hours to be arranged. Use Reed and Guthe's
:\fanual or an equivalent. Daily, two hours. Prore sor Strong.
5. It called for by a sufficient number a lecture course In
elementary general astronomy, with observatory work, will be
given. 2-3. One hour, with evening work. Six weeks' credit.
Professor Strong.
6. Ohemistry 1. A beginning course in the chemistry ot
the non-metals, with demonstrative and laboratory work
Twelve weeks' credit. Recltallon 8-9. Laboratory work 9-10
and 2-3. Rooms 14 and 18, Science Building. Assistant Professor Peet.
7. Ohemiatry 4. A course In qualitative chemical analysis
following chemistry 3 of this Institution or equivalent work
elsewhere. A three-hour course with twelve weeks' credit.
10-12 and 2-3 dally. Rooms 14 and 18, Science Building. Assistant Professor Peet.
8. Ohemutry 5. Quantitattve .&.nalvsis. The regular course
In quantitative analysis will be offered U enough students apply
for the course and arrangements are made before the summer
school opens.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
CoUBSES :FOR WO:!olEN.

1. Phvaical Training 1. 10-11, Miss Baushke. Dally lessons in Swedish Gymnastics, exercises being given for all parts
of the body with a view to general Increase In vigor and to
correction of faulty posture. School room games are a feature
of each lesson. The regulation suit ls required In this course
and may be obtained here tor about ,s.oo. It Is sometimes
possible to rent suits for the season.
2. PhJIBical Training 3. 8-9, Mrs. Burton. Open only to
those who have already had at least one quarter's work.
3. PhJ18ical Training ii. 9·10, Mrs. Burton. Open only to
those who have had three quarters or work In Normal College,
or some other Institution from which work can be credited. First
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two weeks, lessons In Bounding Balls, with accompanying body
movements, four weeks' Indian Club swinging and fancy steps.
NOTE: The lectures usually given with these two courses
may be arranged for by consulting with Mrs. Burton. Credit
will then be given.
4. Public School Gymnastics. 2-3, 8-4, Miss Inez Clark,
10-11, 11-12, 3-4, Miss Loomis. This course requires no special
suit and ts designed to give to teachers material for use In public schools. Lessons will be given in Free Hand Gymnastics,
Marching, Fancy Steps, Wands and Indian Clubs. Work will be
gone over rapidly, and each day the lesson will be posted, that
the students may copy if they desire.
5. Rural School Gymnastics. 2-3, Miss Loomis. Similar
to course 3, but adapted more for use in Rural Schools.
6. Tennis. 9-10, Miss Inez Clark. Instruction in the playin~ of the game will be given, and credit will be given for one
advanced course of required work.
7. Hoc"ke11. 8-9, Miss Inez Clark. The English game of
Field Hockey Is finding great favor in American colleges and Is
introduced here this year gives credit for one advanced course.
8. Teachers' Oourse. 10-12, Mrs. Burton. In this course the
student receives Instruction in the theory of Physical Education, the principles underlying the arrangement of lessons, etc.
Club Swinging and Basket Ball Courses 4, 6 and 8 are open
to men also.
PSYCHOLOGY AN D EDUCATI ON .
PS)'.OROLOGY AND GENERAL METHOD.

Recitations, readings, and reports upon the
same. The class will cover about the work outlined in the first
nine chapters of Tltchener's Primer of Psychology. The work
will be based upon Tltchener's Primer and Angell's Psychology.
There will be three sections. Each section will recite twice a
day. 7-9, 10-12, 2-4. Assistant Professor Lott.
Psychology 2. Recitations, readings, and reports upon the
same. The class will cover the work outlined In Titchener's
Primer, Chapters X to XV, inclusive, and Rowe's Physical
Nature of the Child. Titchener's Primer or Angell's Psychology.
One section, 10-12. Professor Laird.
PS1/chology 1.
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General Method. This course will be open to all regular
students who desire credit, and to such special students of the
Summer School as may wish to broaden themselves along the
line of the more important principles of education. Especial
attention will be given to Education, its meaning and purpose;
the course of study and the relative educational values of the
subjects constituting the same; the nature and educational value
of interest; inter-relation of studies; examination, promoting
and grading of pupils; and the inductive-deductive teaching
process. 2-4. Assistant Professor Wilber.
A course in Logic for degree students. Text, Creighton's
Logic. Two hours a day, 7-9. Professor Laird.

1.

SCIENCE AND HISTORY OF EDUCATION.
Histort1 of Education. A study or the history of modern

education. This course will deal with the origin, development
and relation or the educational doctrine or Comenius, Rousseau,
Pestalozzl, Froebel and Herbart. The work w!ll be done by
means of lectures, assigned topics and readings, reports and discussions. Required subject for U!e certlftcate course. Hours
8-9, 10-11. Room 26. Professor Hoyt.
2. The Philosophy of Education. A study of the meaning
and aim of Education, the relation of Education to the institutions of civilization, the child and the environment, the course
of study and the teaching process. Required subject for the
degree of B. Pd. Hour, 7-8. Room 26. Professor Hoyt.
3. Education in the Unitea States. A study of the early
forms of Education in the United States, the results of foreign
Influence, the development of Educational lnstltutlons, together
with the work of American Educators. An elective course,
which may be applied for either the life certificate or degree of
B. Pd. Hour, 9-10. Room 26. Professor Hoyt.
READING AND ORATORY.

1. Elementary Work in Reading Methocls. 3-4 p. m. four
days a week.
This course consists, first, of a consideration of practical
methods of teaching reading in the rural schools and, second, of
the study and reading of selections in order to make the teachers
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themselves better readers. It Is elementary in character and Is
designated for those teachers who are without any considerable
experience and who have not received Normal training.
2. Elocution 1. 12 weeks' credit. 10-11 a. m. and 3-4 p. m.
four days a week.
This course aims to give the student a refined pronunciation and distinct utterance, and to bring him Into greater sympathy with the best in literature.
Exercises are given to secure good quality and volume of
tone and distinctness and accuracy of articulation and enunciation. A study Is made of the sources of power In speaking-both
vocal and physical expression. Short classics are carefully
studied as to their literary value and are given as declamations
at frequent Intervals during the course.
3. Shakespearean Reading. 6 weeks' credit. 2-3 p. m. four
days a week. Professor Lathers.
A study of the principles of Shakespeare's dramatic art and
an examination of the plots and characters of the drama as they
bear upon the vocal expression of the plays. One of the tragedies and one of the comedies will be studied and passages will
be selected from these two plays for individual Interpretation
by members of the class.
4. Teacher's Reading. 12 weeks' credit. 10-12 a. m. four
times a week. Professor Lathers.
The aim of this course is preparation for the teaching of
reading. It consists of a study of the elements of vocal expression and the steps essential to a systematic course of reading
in I.he grades, a discussion of the methods of primary and grammar grade reading, and of the relation of the reading work to
literature. An attempt ls also made to develop the student's
ablllty as a reader by the study and vocal Interpretation of
certain classic selections.
This course is Intended for teachers of experience and for
students pursuing the regular Normal course. It should not be
elected by students whose preparation is not equivalent to graduation from a twelve grade high school.
5. Critical Readings. 6 weeks' credit. 1-2 p. m. four times
a w~ek. Professor Lathers.
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An advance course In reading intended for teachers engaged
In high school English or for students who are doing special
work In English or Oratory.
It consists or a study of the aesthetic and rhetorical principles of style as related to the vocal interpretation of great
Jlterature. The work wlll be based upon the study of selections
from English and American masterpieces In prose and verse.
TRAINING SCHOOL.

Superintendent-DIMON H. ROBERTS.
Kindergarten-Edith Dixon.
First Grade-Isabella Austin.
Second Grade-Adella R. Jackson.
Third Grade-Florence Glll!land.
Fourth Grade-Margaret I. Miller.
Fifth Grade-Ella M. Wilson.
Si:r;th Grade-Abigail Roe.
Seventh and. Eighth Grades-Emelyn E. Gardner.
Manual Trnining-Estella E. Baker.

Domestic Science-Grace Fuller.
Domestic Art-Wilma Stevenson.
The training department wlll open a school for observation
during the first four weeks of the summer term. The kindergarten and all the elementary grades, from first to eighth Inclusive,
will be in session from 8·11 a. m. each day.
The teaching will be entirely in the hands of the regular
critic teachers, and the work will aim to Illustrate accepted
methods in manual tralnlng, domestic science and art, nature
study, language, reading and literature, arithmetic, geography
and history.
Students electing observation In the Training School will
be expected to be present daily and report regularly to the
critic teachers In charge. The hour from eleven to twelve each
day will be set apart for informal talks by the critic teachers;
for the general discussion of lesson plans, methods, courses of
study, principles of education, and for the consideration of questions which naturally grow out of the Illustrative teaching.
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No credit ls given In this department during the summer
term; but a certificate of attendance may be Issued by the
superintendent to those teachers who have been regular In their
observation work and who have been present at the discussion
from eleven to twelve during the four weeks which the school
has been In session.
Persons desiring to make special preparation In the details
of grade work looking toward positions In County Normal Training classes will be given special privileges in observation by
application to Professor Roberts.
KINDERGARTEN THEORY.

On account of the demand which has arisen, two classes In
Kindergarten Theory, In which credit will be given, wlll be
offered during the summer term.
Kindcgarlen Inatruction 1. A beginning class. Kindergarten gifts l, 2, 3; hand work-clay modeling, sewing, slat interlacing, weaving, folding; study of Froebel's Mother Play Book;
songs and games. Twelve weeks' credit. KJndergarten Room,
Training School building. 2-4. Miss Adams.
Kindergarten Instruction 3. An advanced class and must
be preceded by KJndergarten Instructions 1 and 2. KJndergarten gifts, 6, G, 8, 9, 10; hand work-color work, cardboard
modeling, baskets and braided work with florist's fiber, willow
basket weaving; continue study of Froebel's Mother Play Book;
songs, games and stories. Twelve weeks' credit. Kindergarten
Room, Training School building. 10-12. Miss Adams.
DOMESTIC SCIENCE AND ART.

In addition to the illustrative work in domestic science and
art in the grades of the Training School, the following special
courses will be offered:

Domestic Science. A course of twenty.four lessons in the
study of food In Its relation to (1) life processes, (2) economic
conditions. This will be Illustrated by lectures upon digestion
and assimilation, fuel and economic values, and by practical
work upon the selection, preservation, and preparation of food.
Credit wlll be given only to those who continue speclaUzlng In
this lino of work.
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Domestic Science room, Training School building. 10-12.
Miss Fuller.
Domestic Art. A course In elementary sewing as taught In
the grades will be given if there Is a class desiring such work.
A course In art needle work, blackboard sketching, drafting of
patterns, and simple garment making may be elected by students
sufficiently advanced to undertake this successfully. Domestic
Art room, Training School building. 8-10. Miss Stevenson.
MANUAL TRAINING.

In addition to the illustrative work In Manual Training In
the grades of the Training School, the following special courses
wlll be offered:
Supplementary Hand Work. A course of twenty-four lessons
will be offered to summer students In which no credit will be
given, except to those who specialize in this department. The
course will consist of work not requiring especially equipped
rooms, and will Include clay modeling, free paper cutting, weaving, cardboard construction, raffia, basketry and bent iron. This
course is especially intended to flt teachers for handling more
successfully the occupation work in the primary grades. Manual Training Room B, Training School building.· 8-9 and 11-12.
Miss Baker.
Bench Work. A class in regular bench work will be olfered
tor specializing students and for those who desire to make a
beginning in the more formal side of Manual Training. In
addition to the technical work, mechanical drawing and discussions bearing upon the educational importance of the subject
will be a feature of the course. Twelve weeks' credit. Manual
Training Room A, Training School building. 8-12. Miss
Boardman.
Orafts and Arts. In case of a sufficiently large demand
there wm be an advanced class In applied design In pottery,
advan¢ed basket weaving, and bookbinding. No credit except
to those who are specialists In · the department. Manual Training Room B, Training School building. 11-12. Miss Baker.
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